Andrew is a nationally certified counselor,
licensed professional counselor and an
EMDRIA-approved consultant and trainer
with extensive background in an ExistentialGestalt approach to growth and therapy.
Always drawn to forms of therapy that
address the entire person—mind, body,
emotions, creativity and spirit, Andrew has
developed an extremely holistic approach in
his work with individuals, couples, families
and groups.
Formerly an educator, musician and Peace Corps Volunteer, Andrew has
consulted with Corning Incorporated, small businesses and human service
agencies, providing stress management and conflict resolution training, as well as
workshops and coaching that facilitate personal growth and performance
enhancement. He has published peer-reviewed articles and book chapters, as
well as his first book, “The Courage to Feel”, and the second book - “How Simon
Left His Shell: The Courage to Feel for Young People.”
Andrew is a highly engaging, interactive therapist and retreat/workshop
facilitator whose passion about his work is expressed in his use of music, creative
imagination, experiential approaches and humor.
In addition to working with a broad spectrum of therapeutic issues, Andrew has a strong interest in healing
from trauma and PTSD, particularly through the use of
EMDR. This interest also informs his
approach in working with eating
disorders and helping couples create
and renew their relationship. His passion
for an integration of psychotherapy and
spirituality is a driving force, whether in
individual sessions, workshops or
intensive therapeutic retreats.

EMDR Basic Training
Description: Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is an
effective and efficient method of treating traumatic memories and related
problems. This program has no “parts” or “levels” - this is the complete
EMDR training as defined by the EMDR International Association (EMDRIA).
This is a hands-on clinical skills training for using EMDR and integrating it with your psychotherapy approach. This program is designed to help
participants learn when and how to use EMDR, and to gain competency
with EMDR over a period of several months.
The training program involves lecture, demonstration, in-class practice, and
on-the-job practice with your clients. This is an experiential training, including practice with other participants.

Specialty Workshop: Becoming Known:

A Relational Model for Ego State/Parts Therapy
This two-day workshop covers the integration of "parts" or ego state
practice with a trauma-informed phase model from a highly relational
perspective.
The workshop has evolved from Andrew’s work as an EMDR consultant
and trainer, during which Andrew realized the crucial need for ego state
competence when working with trauma and dissociation (this workshop
will NOT address extreme forms of dissociation, viz., DDNOS and DID).

Topics include:


Theories of dissociation and Ego State Traditions



Indicators of Dissociated States



Four Steps in parts work –RUG-C



Conference Room Technique



Understanding Parts



Creating Goals with Parts

 Approved by the EMDR International Association (EMDRIA).
 49 contact hours over several months to support mastery.



Collaboration/Help parts



Negative Introjects and

 Starts with a 2-day focus on trauma treatment approach & interventions.



RUG-C to Trauma processing.

Objectives: Participants will be able to:

 Develop & implement a comprehensive trauma-informed treatment plan.
 Prepare clients for EMDR.
 Conduct an EMDR session.
 Problem-solve a difficult session.
 Use EMDR with a wide range of clients.

Program features:

 Small group size (max of 10).
 Text book and other materials included.
 Follow-up group consultation sessions included (10 hours)
 Competitive cost.

Alternate Specialty Workshop:

Attachment Repair in EMDR Practice WHO MAY ATTEND:

EMDR training is open to mental health professionals licensed (or certified or registered) by their state for independent
practice. The training is also open to advance graduate students, interns,
and other mental health professionals on a licensure track, who must
provide an explanation of their status and a letter of support for
participation from their supervisor.

This option for 12 CEU’s requirement is presently in the design stage.

Consultation:
Consultation is conducted both in a group format for 10 hours and
10 Hours of individual consultation via Teleconference.

Comments from recent participants:
"I couldn't be happier with the way this training was run. Andrew,
you are a wonderful teacher; you created a fun, safe learning
environment in which I felt comfortable trying new things and
making mistakes. There was a great balance of lecture and practice,
and your depth of knowledge was remarkable. Thanks so much for
a great training". Anya Genieser-DeRosa, Psy.D

Cost for this Full EMDR Certification Training is


EMDR Basic Training 6 days plus 10 hours of Consultation-

$1,595.00



‘Parts’ Ego/State Work in EDMR Practice Workshop 2 days -

$360.00



Group Consultation – 10 hours

$400.00



Individual Teleconference – 10 hours
Total cost

"Andrew is a compassionate, responsive and passionate trainer who
is intimately and adeptly in tune with his students. I could not
have asked for a better experience and it was worth every penny."
Sam Johnson, MA LPC

"This was an exceptionally well-taught workshop - one of the best
I've attended... I left feeling well prepared for incorporating EMDR
into my practice, and am excited about the possibilities for healing
that it offers" Cindy McNab, Ph.D.
"It is simply one of the most useful trainings I’ve ever experienced
in twenty-three years!" Alycia A. Chambers, Ph.D.
Best training I’ve ever attended! J.M., LCSW

$1,125.00
$3,480.00

Discount for Package

-$230.00

Total cost including the discount

$3,250.00

If you have already attended EMDR Basic Training with Andrew you can add
the Consultation and Specialty workshops onto your EMDR Basic training.
The cost for this is - $1,885.00 with a discount of up to $230.00 if you sign
up for this within 1 month of completing the Basic training with Andrew.

Each of the components provided in this package is necessary to
complete the Certification Process.

Andrew’s humor and ability to integrate PTSD information is
awesome! S.S., LPC

For Specific EMDRIA requirements for certification, go to:
Certification in EMDR on the EMDRIA website.

This was one of the best, if not the best, training in over 30 years of
practice as a psychologist. Andrew’s command of the approach, his
teaching ability, his sensitivity, humor and respect for trainees was
unsurpassed. David Mandelbaum, Ph.D.

To have more information on this program please contact Andrew by email
Andrew@ClearPathHealingArts.com or by Phone 607 703 0510.

Andrew brings his full humanity to the process; he’s engaging, experienced and a fully alive human being.
Kelly Fredell, R.Psych.

Over the days of training I watched a clearly masterful clinician
turn a concept into practice, and I was awed ... I now jump on any
opportunity to learn from Andrew again.
Linda Nelson, LCSW, Penn Yan, NY

Visit our website for more details on individual courses offered in this
package or to read more about Andrew - at
www.ClearPathTrainingCenter.com

